May 10, 2022

The Honorable Xavier Becerra
Secretary
Department of Health and Human Services
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Subject: Recommendations to Strengthen Cybersecurity in Healthcare

Dear Mr. Secretary:

The National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics (NCVHS) serves as your advisory body on health data, statistics, privacy, confidentiality, information security, and national health information policy. NCVHS is charged with studying and identifying “privacy, confidentiality and information security measures to protect individually identifiable health information.”1 This letter makes recommendations on ways to enhance the security of U.S. healthcare entities to protect the safety of patients and the reliability of lifesaving technologies in the face of a sophisticated and rapidly evolving threat landscape.

In response to the rising number of cybersecurity incidents affecting the healthcare industry, NCVHS held a hearing on July 14, 2021, to better understand the cybersecurity landscape and to explore how best to protect information and patients. Motivated by news of escalating cybersecurity risks (e.g., ransomware, 2 denial of service attacks, 3 and phishing4), studies showing that cyber-attacks have real consequences on patient safety,5 and a high-profile lawsuit claiming the first loss of life in the U.S. attributable to a cyber-attack,6 the Committee sought to understand the challenges faced by a wide

5 Ponemon Institute, “The Impact of Ransomware on Healthcare During COVID-19 and Beyond,” Censinet [Sept. 2021]. https://www.censinet.com/ponemon-report-covid-impact-ransomware (visited Apr. 11, 2022) (finding that when hospitals experience ransomware events, length of patient stay increases, which can lead to exposure to other illnesses or complications, delays in procedures and lab tests, and unfavorable outcomes).
6 Joseph Marks, “Ransomware attack might have caused another death,” Washington Post (Oct. 1, 2021). https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/2021/10/01/ransomware-attack-might-have-caused-another-death/ (visited Apr. 11, 2022) (reporting that a ransomware attack against an Alabama hospital may have led to a baby's
variety of parties in the healthcare domain, e.g., government, public health, small rural hospitals, and large integrated healthcare systems. The Committee also sought to understand the scope and breadth of security risks, and how best to address those challenges in protecting the safety of patients and the healthcare system itself. Security experts representing healthcare providers, insurers, academics, and all levels of government provided testimony.

NCVHS considers privacy and information security a vital part of the wellbeing of the nation. To best protect our population, healthcare entities of all types and sizes must be able to combat the increasing threat of cyber-attacks while taxed with responding to a global pandemic. Failure to manage these threats appropriately and promptly could result in serious harm to patients. Privacy and information security practices must be strong, but also nimble enough to protect against a rapidly diversifying threat landscape. NCVHS recommends the following actions HHS should take to help healthcare entities enhance information security. These recommendations are based on careful consideration of the expert testimony obtained during the July 2021 hearing, news, industry statements, and the personal expertise of Committee members.

We believe that four critical actions, spelled out below, will encourage healthcare entities to secure their environments and support them as they undertake that challenge.

Specifically, NCVHS recommends that HHS:

1. **Strengthen the HIPAA Security Rule by:**
   A. Eliminating from the addressable implementation specifications the choice to not implement a specification or alternative, and instead requiring covered entities to implement the specification in the Rule or to adopt a documented reasonable alternative.
   B. Including additional minimum cybersecurity hygiene requirements.

2. **Mandate basic cybersecurity requirements for any organization that is a recipient of federal funds, in partnership with other appropriate government agencies.**

3. **Further enhance communication and education regarding the HIPAA Security Rule and security threats and incidents by:**
   A. Providing more robust guidance regarding enterprise-wide risk analysis and risk mitigation requirements to ensure covered entities and business associates understand the full breadth of the Security Rule’s expectations and requirements.
   B. Facilitating, with other appropriate government agencies, more coordination and collaboration among public and private sector parties during incidents, including work to coordinate the identification of threats to critical infrastructure.
   C. Leveraging, in partnership with other appropriate government agencies, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) cybersecurity newsletters as real-time playbooks on common cybersecurity incidents.

---

death in 2019 because an electronic display of fetal heart rate was unavailable to the nursing staff); See also William Ralston, “The untold story of a cyberattack, a hospital and a dying woman,” *Wired* (Nov. 11, 2020). https://www.wired.co.uk/article/ransomware-hospital-death-germany/ (visited Apr. 11, 2022) (describing death of a patient in Germany who had to be re-routed to a new hospital after original destination experienced a cyber-attack).
D. Encouraging entities to undergo the free CISA Cyber Hygiene Services to reduce exposure to cyber threats.

4. Evaluate, in concert with other appropriate government agencies, the level of compliance with the HIPAA Security Rule and provide assistance to healthcare entities with the greatest need in meeting the enhanced minimum security requirements.

Attached please find an Appendix with detailed justifications for each of the Committee’s recommendations.

According to at least one published report, for the past 11 years, the cost of data breaches in the health sector has been notably higher than in all other industries, and the cost increased (on average) from $7.13 million in 2020 to $9.23 million in 2021. In 2017, the Health Care Industry Cybersecurity Task Force, established by HHS, reported to Congress that healthcare cybersecurity was in critical condition and made recommendations designed to ensure the US healthcare system could deliver effective and safe care in the face of cybersecurity threats. To date, many of the recommendations made by the Task Force still require action as the industry struggles to keep up with a rapidly changing environment of new technologies, old equipment, and vexingly creative and aggressive threat actors, exacerbated by the pandemic. The increasingly perilous cyber threat landscape has resulted in expensive data breaches, delays, or denials of patient care, and even the loss of patient life. Stress on the nation’s critical infrastructure due to the pandemic further taxes the healthcare ecosystem. NCVHS urges prompt consideration and implementation of our recommendations to protect the safety and health of all Americans.

Sincerely,

/s/

Jacki Monson, J.D., Chair
National Committee on Vital and Health Statistics

Attachment: Appendix—NCVHS Recommendations to Strengthen Cybersecurity in Healthcare

---


APPENDIX
NCVHS Recommendations to Strengthen Cybersecurity in Healthcare

Recommendation 1: Strengthen the HIPAA Security Rule by:

A. Eliminating from the addressable implementation specifications the choice to not implement a specification or alternative, and instead requiring covered entities to implement the specification in the Rule or to adopt a documented reasonable alternative.

The Committee recommends that HHS eliminate the ability of a covered entity or business associate to avoid adopting any solution under the HIPAA Security Rule’s “addressable” (recommended but voluntary) implementation specifications. Rather, covered entities and business associates should be required either to be in full compliance or to adopt a reasonable documented alternative.

Despite efforts on the part of practitioners in the field, voluntary efforts, and actions of the government, healthcare entities have come short of success in bridging the gaps between what is needed to secure patient information and medical devices and the realities of today’s cybersecurity landscape. A recent College of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME) survey of acute and ambulatory care organizations found that just 32% of those organizations have a comprehensive security program, and only 26% of long-term and post-acute care facilities met the minimum security requirements.9 The survey also found that healthcare organizations are more likely to adopt technology-focused security measures and neglect the people and process measures necessary for a comprehensive security program. They continue to deprioritize incident recovery plans, fail to leverage “purple teaming,”10 and opt out of social engineering risk assessments because they are not mandated.

These studies and reports are just a few examples demonstrating that voluntary (or addressable) industry practices are inadequate to ensure our healthcare infrastructure is properly protected, but the Security Rule continues to permit covered entities to avoid what are now reasonable, minimum requirements. In its 2013 guidance describing the difference between required and addressable implementation specifications, OCR stated that “a covered entity must implement an addressable implementation specification if it is reasonable and appropriate to do so, and must implement an equivalent alternative if the addressable implementation specification is unreasonable and inappropriate, and there is a reasonable and appropriate alternative.” 11 However, the guidance permits a covered entity or business associate to “not implement either an addressable implementation specification or an alternative.”

---

The Committee concludes that covered entities and business associates should not be given an option to not implement the provisions of the HIPAA Security Rule but should be required to adopt the basic building blocks of good security hygiene, or a documented, reasonable alternative. The Committee recognizes that some flexibility in exactly how security measures are adopted is appropriate and desirable. Therefore, we recommend that an entity document how they considered the requirement and adopted a reasonable alternative if unable to adopt the implementation specifications as described by the Security Rule.

B. Including additional minimum cybersecurity hygiene requirements.

NCVHS recommends that the HIPAA Security Rule be enhanced to include additional minimum cyber hygiene requirements that could prevent a cyber-attack or minimize the impact should one occur. In 2013, the Security Rule was enhanced to bring business associates under the direct enforcement authority of OCR,12 but the substance of the Security Rule has not changed in 20 years, while the security landscape has changed significantly. Security controls that were once very expensive and only reasonable for large companies to implement are now commonplace, appropriate, and affordable for small and medium-sized organizations. Moreover, the availability of legal, organizational, and technical consulting services is more widespread and accessible.

Most cyber-attacks are successful due to lack of basic security controls. Hospitals or other health care providers who fail to adopt the basic security controls recommended in this letter have been subject to ransom attacks resulting in a variety of calamitous circumstances, for example, the need to shut down the entire information technology structure to further prevent the threat actors from taking patient information;13 the diverting of patients to other hospitals;14 or the delay of medical procedures.15 Basic cybersecurity hygiene can prevent issues and help to lessen their impacts when they do occur.

NCVHS recommends that HHS consider enhancing the Security Rule to include the following new requirements: (1) designation of a qualified information security official, (2) elimination of default passwords, (3) adoption of multi-factor authentication, (4) institution of offline backups, (5) installation of critical patches within a reasonable time, and (6) transparency of impact and vulnerability

---

disclosures. The required standards should be more reflective of modern industry best practices. When NCVHS approved the substance of this letter, we anticipated that OCR would issue a Request for Information about the Security Rule. Since then, OCR published “Considerations for Implementing the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act, as Amended,” the responses to which may make strides toward achieving this recommendation. We are also aware that the Department has heard from industry representatives that they are anxious to see implementation of Public Law 116-321, which would give covered entities regulatory relief for following industry standard best practices.

(1) Qualified information security official

The Security Rule should require the designation of a qualified information security official responsible for the development and implementation of policy and procedures. Currently, HIPAA merely requires the identification of an official responsible for the development and implementation of security policies and procedures. While this is a nuanced difference, the emphasis on qualifications would ensure those responsible for information security have the necessary education and skills to do so. In a 2020 report, IBM reported that of 524 companies surveyed, only 27% of respondents said that the Chief Information Security Officer was most responsible for cybersecurity policy and technology decision-making. This problem is likely to be more acute at healthcare organizations where patient care is more highly valued than cybersecurity. For smaller organizations, a qualified official might be a shared resource among many small entities. Such smaller organizations often have limited access to trained security professionals and cybersecurity resources due to financial constraints.

(2) Elimination of default passwords or hardcode passwords

16 See Pub. L. 116-321, 134 Stat. 5072, (amending the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act to require the Secretary to consider certain recognized security practices of covered entities and business associates when making certain determinations).
Among the standard best practices for which Public Law 16-321 would provide regulatory relief is the elimination of default and hardcoded passwords. Cybercriminals look for the lowest common denominator when attacking a system. One of the lowest denominators they can find are the default passwords provided with built-in accounts. This issue has been on security practitioners’ radars for years, but no easy resolution has emerged. For example, in 2013, the Department of Homeland Security warned that 300 medical devices could be vulnerable to malicious hacking due to hardcoded default passwords. In 2020, General Electronic Corporation made the news when publicly known usernames and passwords exposed healthcare imaging devices to hacking, and just this year, more reports are showing that at least half of internet-connected devices in hospitals are vulnerable to hacks — with infusion pumps being the most at risk.

Default user identification and default passwords are built into operating systems, databases, and software when initiated or shipped. These defaults are often the same for all copies of a particular software version and can carry high level system privileges. As such, when healthcare entities and business associates do not cease the use of default passwords and assign new ones upon installation, cybersecurity risk rapidly increases. This is because default passwords are not a secret — they can be found published on the internet, in vendor handbooks, and via other easy to access sources. However, tools and technologies to assist organizations in eliminating the use of default passwords are just as readily available. Therefore, the elimination of default passwords should be a minimum cyber hygiene requirement in the HIPAA Security Rule.

(3) Multi-factor authentication

Multi-factor authentication is a security procedure that requires individuals to provide more than one verification point to gain access to an electronic resource — for example, an online account or a virtual private network (VPN). Multi-factor authentication is considered a core component of identity and access management. It is also considered a vital layer in securing healthcare networks and applications from cybercriminals. For example, a common response to healthcare data breaches is the adoption of multi-factor authentication as part of remediation efforts.

---

authentication for access are less vulnerable to brute force attacks because they require users to input at least two types of information specific to that individual (for example, something they know — a password or pin number; something they have — a badge or smartphone; or something they are — a fingerprint, face scan, or voice print). Additionally, because there are multiple data points required before access can be granted, cybercriminals require significantly more resources to attempt an attack — something that often makes a target less appealing.

(4) Offline backups

Offline backups allow healthcare entities and business associates a myriad of benefits. Offline backups are less prone to cybersecurity threats, easier to monitor, and easier to recover. They also help organizations, no matter their size, protect access to their data. Offline backups are also helpful if an organization should experience a ransomware attack in which their records are encrypted by a cybercriminal, since it can more easily restore its network or use the copy to recover the data. This reduces costs and risks to patients.

For example, consider the case of the cybersecurity issues faced by Sonoma Valley Hospital which suffered a ransomware cyberattack on October 11, 2020, resulting in the hospital shutting down the entire information technology structure in an attempt to prevent the threat actors from taking patient information. The hospital later notified patients that it believed some patient data was compromised, such as patient name, address, birthdate, insurer group number and subscriber number, as well as diagnosis or procedure codes, date of service, place of service, amount of claim, and secondary payer information. Compare Sonoma Valley’s experience with a similar situation at the Ottawa Hospital in 2016. Similarly faced with a ransomware attack due to a phishing campaign, Ottawa’s information technology administrators were able to clean the drives and reimage their data with recent backups that were available and ready to go. Had Sonoma hospital had an offline backup, it could have prevented the need to shut down power to the information technology systems. This basic cybersecurity hygiene practice can prevent issues and help to lessen their impacts when they do occur.

(5) Installation of critical patches and addressing known vulnerabilities within a reasonable timeframe.

Patching and updating systems is one of the most important information security practices an organization can implement. Patches and updates are fixes to the software code to address

---

vulnerabilities that would otherwise allow a cybercriminal to access or even take over an organization’s network, compromising systems and the data they store. In a healthcare context, failing to patch a known, critical vulnerability could allow a cybercriminal to take over a hospital network. Without access to the network, caregivers could lose the ability to run vital tests, be forced to transfer patients to other locations delaying treatment, or even face the need to cancel lifesaving surgeries. Patching issues are well known. In a 2019 report that specifically looked at vulnerability and patch management, researchers found that 48 percent of respondents experienced one or more data breaches in the prior two years, and 60 percent said that those breaches could have occurred because a patch was available for a known vulnerability but not applied. Of these respondents, 62 percent were unaware that their organizations were at risk before the breach.35

Consider the discovery of a seven-year breach of Florida Medicaid applicants’ protected health information and the exposure of 3.5 million records in 2020 by the Florida Healthy Kids Corporation. The breach was caused by the failure of a business associate to properly patch vulnerabilities from 2013 to 2020, resulting in one of the largest healthcare data breaches in history.37 The 2017 WannaCry ransomware incident is another example of the significant consequences to healthcare systems when systems are not properly patched.38

Requiring the installation of critical patches within a reasonable timeframe would lessen the risks described above. A reasonableness criterion would also allow for organizations to feel confident that they have the time to test patches and updates to ensure they can be safely deployed, while also placing an urgency on conducting those tests and deploying the patches. Additionally, appropriate management of patching and updates helps organizations ensure they are following other basic cyber hygiene requirements such as knowing what is connected to and running on their networks, implementing security settings, and limiting users with administrative privileges.

(6) Transparency of impact and vulnerability disclosures.

When security researchers discover a vulnerability, transparency in the impact of those vulnerabilities, the release of those vulnerabilities, and information about how to timely correct them should be transmitted to healthcare entities. Doing so helps to ensure real or potential security threats can be quickly accounted for in the healthcare environment before those vulnerabilities are exploited by cybercriminals. While government agencies may share vulnerability disclosures with the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), there should be more effort to require that they share those vulnerabilities quickly, so the information can be used by critical sectors like healthcare. Also, healthcare entities and business associates should have a straightforward path to be able to share the same information without fear of retribution.

36 Id.
To assist organizations in reducing their exposure to threats and support a proactive approach to mitigating attack vectors, CISA offers several scanning and testing services. These include vulnerability scanning, web application scanning, phishing campaign assessment, and remote penetration testing.39

**Recommendation 2:** Mandate basic cybersecurity requirements for any organization that is a recipient of federal funds, in partnership with other appropriate government agencies.

Healthcare entities frequently are provided with federal funds to assist with various efforts or as payment for certain types of patients. NCVHS believes that using federal leverage to encourage compliance would be a powerful incentive to get entities to improve their cybersecurity posture. Therefore, we recommend that federal funds should be contingent on the implementation of minimum cybersecurity hygiene requirements or compliance with the enhanced HIPAA Security Rule in Recommendation 1.

These requirements can be technology neutral and should be capable of being implemented by any type or size of organization. For example, minimum hygiene requirements could be as simple as noted best practices for cybersecurity, such as:

1. having a formal, well documented cybersecurity program;
2. conducting annual enterprise-wide risk assessments;
3. defining and assigning information security roles and responsibilities;
4. having strong access control processes and procedures;
5. conducting cybersecurity awareness training;
6. having an effective business resiliency program (tested annually) that addresses business continuity, disaster recovery, and incident response; and
7. maintaining timely patching and updates for software.

Implementing basic cybersecurity hygiene does not have to be onerous, since there are many ways to meet these best practices. However, conditioning federal funds on the development and maintenance of basic cybersecurity hygiene will go a long way to better protect the privacy and security of US residents as well as the ability of US industries to maintain basic operations in a high-risk cybersecurity landscape. To that end, CISA makes available to critical infrastructure organizations, at no charge, scanning, assessment, and testing services mentioned in Recommendation 1.B.(6) above.40 Organizations that do not meet the “critical infrastructure” criterion can still avail themselves of the examples and advice on CISA’s website.

---

40 *Id.*
Recommendation 3: Further enhance communication and education regarding the HIPAA Security Rule and security threats and incidents by:

   A. Providing more robust guidance regarding enterprise-wide risk analysis and risk mitigation requirements to ensure covered entities and business associates understand the full breadth of the Security Rule’s expectations and requirements.

OCR has provided multiple tools and guidance on risk analysis.41 However, despite the existence of these resources, one of the most common findings in resolution agreements issued by OCR is that the organization failed to perform an adequate enterprise-wide risk analysis.42 During the July hearing, one presenter discussed issues with risk analyses seen in OCR audit findings from 2016 to 2017. In those audits, OCR determined only 14% of covered entities and 17% of business associates were compliant with the risk analysis requirements of HIPAA.43

HIPAA requires a risk analysis to be an accurate and thorough enterprise-wide assessment of potential risks and vulnerabilities to the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of electronic protected health information held by the covered entity or business associate.44 In the OCR audit findings, both covered entities and business associates failed to comply with the existing regulations, leading to the conclusion that what constitutes an accurate and thorough enterprise-wide assessment is not clear or is being interpreted by regulated entities differently than by OCR. Often, OCR finds inadequate risk analysis after a cyber security incident.

We recognize that some small organizations will not have the resources to conduct complex risk analysis. Should OCR raise the floor for HIPAA Security Rule compliance (Recommendation 1), and provide updated, more detailed guidance on risk analysis, healthcare organizations and their business associates may be better able to meet expectations regarding compliance with risk assessment. This updated guidance should include best practices for conducting risk analyses and outline the expectations of OCR more clearly.

In the guidance, we recommend OCR emphasize conducting an enterprise-wide risk analysis that considers all devices connecting to the network. While OCR focused on the electronic health record in its 2013 guidance,45 the EHR is no longer the only risky access point. The myriad of mobile devices together with the “internet of things” also puts healthcare organizations at risk.

42 OCR, “Resolution Agreements: Resolution Agreements and Civil Money Penalties,” (Mar. 28, 2022). https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/compliance-enforcement/agreements/index.html. On this page, one can review OCR agreements with parties that have findings against them. Sampling the documents shows that failure to perform an enterprise-wide risk analysis is a frequent finding.
B. Facilitating, with other appropriate government agencies, more coordination and collaboration among public and private sector parties during incidents, including work to coordinate the identification of threats to critical infrastructure.

Healthcare entities are focused, above all else, on patient safety and care. Their mission is to provide for their communities. Unfortunately, threat actors are aware of this and take advantage of the position of healthcare entities who must respond to medical emergencies while protecting their systems, tasks that not only compete for resources, but also require rapid risk decisions based on limited information. Healthcare, like many industries, operates in a complex environment where each entity may be managing multiple incompatible technical systems with expensive aging components, multiple sub-level organizations, and a web of cross-industry relationships. This means information security teams are often faced with a threat environment larger or more complex than they can manage on their own.

However, cybersecurity threat actors are generally industry agnostic and cast wide nets as they seek to obtain private information or disrupt operations to achieve financial gain. To help healthcare entities of all types and sizes combat cybersecurity risks, improved collaboration between the public and private sectors, especially during incidents, will help protect patients and provide avenues for information sharing that can lead to quick identification, containment, eradication, and remediation of cybersecurity threats.

Efforts by CISA, the Healthcare Coordinating Council, and the Health Information Sharing and Analysis Center are helping to create stronger partnerships and information sharing between the public and private sectors regarding cybersecurity threats. In particular, NCVHS applauds efforts to launch a new website for HHS’s 405(d) Aligning Health Care Industry Security Approaches program. However, these efforts need more coordination and support from the federal government, especially when it comes to healthcare. HHS can help advance those efforts by acting as a conduit for information, especially during active incidents, by using its communication and financial resources, and its ability to persuade other agencies and industries to protect the privacy and security of citizens. These efforts could include the establishment of a multi-agency alert center, coordination of multidisciplinary meetings, and the establishment of a security operations center where multiple sectors could feed or pull information.

HHS can also better reinforce these efforts by assisting with staffing and support. Many organizations working to better connect public and private organizations to advance cybersecurity in healthcare are made up of volunteers joined by a few federal officials. Providing more financial and staffing support would mean efforts can be more coordinated, focused, and productive. During the hearing, we heard that, of the various workgroups in the healthcare sector, only one has fulltime and contractor support from HHS – Health Sector Coordinating Council Cybersecurity Working Group. Providing more resources to these efforts would help buttress work already being done and push forward new efforts more rapidly.


C. Leveraging, in partnership with other appropriate government agencies, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) cybersecurity newsletters as real-time playbooks on common cybersecurity incidents.

Our July 2021 hearing revealed that many healthcare entities, especially smaller and rural entities, lack large information security staffs that can identify and mitigate the multitude of cybersecurity risks to their organizations. These entities also often lack the funding to contract with third parties to ensure their cybersecurity safety nets are able to detect, contain, eradicate, and recover from the wide variety of attacks present in the current threat landscape. Add to this, the increasing costs of cyber insurance, and many organizations feel trapped and resigned to the idea that a major breach is inevitable instead of preventable. A few government agencies are sending alerts to these organizations; however, the alerts are delayed and do not arrive when the threat is imminent.

HHS should convert OCR newsletters into playbooks on cyber-attacks and immediate real-time strategies to mitigate or even prevent cyber-attacks in partnership with other federal and state agencies. Such playbooks would help smaller organizations learn from the experience of larger ones both in the public and private sectors. They should outline best practices and continually be updated to ensure new threat intelligence is synthesized. The work could be part of the increased collaboration in Recommendation 3.B. and would serve as a strong complement to the Security Risk Assessment tool developed by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology in collaboration with OCR for medium and small providers. This approach would support real-time information sharing and assistance with incident containment and remediation.

D. Encouraging entities to undergo the free CISA Cyber Hygiene Services to reduce exposure to cyber threats.

As mentioned above in Recommendation 1.B.(6), as part of its support of a proactive approach to mitigating attack vectors, CISA offers several scanning and testing services to assist organizations in reducing their exposure to threats, including vulnerability scanning, web application scanning, phishing campaign assessment, and remote penetration testing. CISA also makes available a wealth of other information and advice on its website. HHS should promote the availability of these services, provided at no cost to critical infrastructure organizations such as hospitals, and encourage all organizations which receive federal funding to avail themselves of CISA’s information and advice.

49 Id.
Recommendation 4: Evaluate, in concert with other appropriate government agencies, the level of compliance with the HIPAA Security Rule and provide assistance to healthcare entities with the greatest need in meeting the enhanced minimum security requirements.

Many healthcare organizations — including tribal, public health, state and local governments, and small and medium providers — are challenged by a lack of adequate resources to comply with current and enhanced regulatory requirements. They lack familiarity with available free resources and underestimate risks, and yet it is critical that we raise the level of security compliance and cybersecurity hygiene to better protect the safety of all patients. These resource challenges have been amplified by the pandemic. We recommend that HHS develop incentive programs to support organizations with the greatest need. Providing support to these health organizations would reduce or minimize the impact of cyber-attacks affecting patient safety. For example, though medical device companies may include a “software bill of materials,” it is not likely to be cost advantageous for a healthcare system to replace a new device for security reasons unless the device is at the end of its useful life.51

One specific challenge that all healthcare organizations share is the upkeep of legacy technology for which basic security controls or patching are no longer supported. Complex health technology is often designed to last many years due to high cost. Unfortunately, many devices including EHRs or other software systems last longer than vendors are willing or able to support them. As a result, these devices lack the latest security features or cannot be patched to correct the latest security vulnerability. For example, studies in 2020 found that “83 percent of medical imaging devices [such as mammography machines, radiology systems, or ultrasounds] run on operating systems that are so old they no longer receive any software updates at all.”52 In the same year, a survey conducted by the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society, Inc. (HIMSS) found that 80% of respondents had legacy systems in place,53 a number that is likely unchanged and possibly larger as healthcare organizations have faced financial uncertainty and budget constraints due to the ongoing public health emergency. This means many organizations are using life sustaining devices that can no longer be secured against new cybersecurity threats. Additionally, because these devices can no longer be updated, it also means organizations will be required to maintain auxiliary devices that can pair with those machines, creating an environment of security risks and policy exceptions that could harm a patient were a security gap to be exploited. Hospitals can even crash old devices doing routine security scans if proper precautions are not taken due to interoperability issues that make them “brittle.”54 In some cases, they might not be

---

51 A software bill of materials is a formal record containing a “list of ingredients that make up software components,” including information about the identity of the suppliers of different components and patch status. It contributes to greater transparency in the software development and acquisition process, increasing cost efficiency as well as mitigating risks in security, licensing, and compliance. See “Software Bill of Materials,” National Telecommunications and Information Administration. https://ntia.gov/SBOM (visited Apr. 1, 2022).
54 The crashing of a device during a security scan can happen for several reasons, one of the most common being that older or legacy devices are not designed for or capable of accommodating the types of information being sent over the network during the scan and respond by failing or shutting down since they cannot interpret the message, or it overloads the system. Sean Gallagher, “Task force tells Congress health IT security is in critical condition” Ars
available for patient care until they can be reprogrammed and brought back online.OCR even
dedicated its October 2021 Cyber Newsletter to a discussion of how to manage the risks of legacy
technologies, but the guidance mostly identifies workarounds for out-of-date technology that is still in
use. Even OCR acknowledges that “[i]deally, all organizations would only use information systems that
are fully patched and up to date.”

To help healthcare entities move toward this ideal state, adopt minimum enhanced security
requirements, and manage the cost of replacing legacy technologies that no longer meet minimum
security requirements, HHS and other appropriate government agencies should consider evaluating the
level of compliance with the HIPAA Security Rule and assisting entities with the greatest need. NCVHS
recommends that HHS consider the adoption of robust incentive programs that would support the
ability to implement Recommendations 1 and 2, keeping the technology, and consequently, patients
safer. There are several options for how an incentive program could work. For example, it could be
modeled after the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid’s ‘Meaningful Use’ program which has both
financial support and information sharing elements.

---

Technica (June 8, 2017) (quoting Joshua Corman, co-founder of the information security non-profit organization I-
Am-The-Cavalry and a member of the Health Care Industry Cybersecurity Task Force) visited.

See, e.g., Jay Brogan, “An Antivirus Scan Shut Down a Medical Device in the Middle of Heart Surgery,” Slate (May
5, 2016) (describing an incident in which a tool called the Merge Hemo, which gathers and evaluates cardiac
information about a patient and transfers it to a connected computer, crashed when the computer automatically
initiated its hourly malware scan while a patient procedure was in progress).

https://slate.com/technology/2016/05/antivirus-scan-shuts-down-merge-hemo-medical-device-during-heart-
surgery.html (visited Apr. 12, 2022).
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Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology, “Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive
Programs: Meaningful Use Core Objectives that Address Privacy and Security”

2022).